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Iss there a "best"  way to minimize publication bias? 
Ann empirical evaluation. 

Ba'' Pham, Robert Piatt, Laura McAuley, Terry P Klassen, David Moher 

Evaluationn & the Health Professions 2001; 24:109-125. 
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Abstract t 
Usingg 14 meta-analyses that included both published (n=199) and unpublished 
(n=50)) randomized trials, we evaluated the utility of different analytical 
approachess to detect, assess robustness, and minimize publication bias in meta-
analysis.. The rank correlation and graphical tests indicated funnel plot 
asymmetryy in 3 and 7 of the 14 meta-analyses, respectively. The file drawer 
numberr estimates using Iyengar-Greenhouse method were between 1.5 and 4.7 
timess smaller compared to Rosenthal's estimates. The median difference between 
thee Trim and Fill estimates and the actual number of missing studies was 1 
(rangee -4 to 6). Weighted estimation methods adjusted for publication bias and 
providedd estimates of intervention effect close to the reference standard, on 
average.. We showed there were differences in the conclusions one would reach 
clinicallyy based on the different analytical approaches dealing with publication 
bias.. Our results also suggest that the appropriate use of these methods improves 
thee reliability and accuracy of meta-analysis. 
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Introductio n n 
Wee have previously reported on a wide variety of methods used to detect and 
minimizee the influence of publication bias in meta-analysis of randomized trials.1 

Thesee techniques vary in their  underlying statistical principles, the ease with 
whichh they can be used, and address different aspects of the same problem. 

Thee fact that there are several different approaches to resolve a dilemma 
withi nn meta-analysis is not unique to publication bias. A similar  phenomenon 
hass been observed in the quality assessment literature.2 Here, a large number  of 
instrumentss have been developed, and evidence has cast doubt on their  validity . 
Applicationn of these different tools to the same data has resulted in widely 
discordantt  results.3 

Wee were interested in examining whether  different approaches to handling 
publicationn bias when applied to the same set of meta-analyses would provide 
concordantt  results. The findings of our  investigation are reported next. 

Methods s 

EmpiricalEmpirical data 

Wee selected 14 meta-analyses,4*16 four  of which13" 16 were from a specialized 
databasee of meta-analyses, including published and unpublished randomized 
trial ss (i.e., trial s that are unpublished, have limited distribution , and/or  are not 
includedd in bibliographic retrieval system)17 according to a set of pre-defined 
selectionn criteria. Each had to include at least five published trial s and one 
unpublishedd trial , report a binary outcome as a primar y measure, and report an 
overalll  statistically significant result. The last selection criterion allowed us to 
examinee the likelihood of false-positive results, as publication bias (i.e., the 
propensityy to publish studies with statistically positive results) is likely to affect 
meta-analysess reporting an overall significant result. 

PublicationPublication bias methods 

AA funnel plot should be symmetrical around an estimate of the "true " 
interventionn effect in the absence of selective publication and other  biases. 
Variouss sources can cause funnel plot asymmetry, including publication bias and 
heterogeneity.188 For  detection, we used the funnel plot,19 the rank correlation 
test,200 the graphical test assessing funnel plot asymmetry18 and the graphical test 
assessingg funnel plot asymmetry allowing for  between-study heterogeneity.21 

Too assess the robustness of the result of a meta-analysis in light of possibly 
unobservedd studies, we used the Rosenthal22 and Iyengar  and Greenhouse23 
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estimatess of the file drawer numbers. In addition, we included estimates of the 
numberr of missing studies from the trim-and-fill24 and Gleser and Olkin25 

methods.. For minimizing the influence of publication bias, we included weighted 
estimationn methods based on the following selection functions: size-biased 
sampling,, truncated sampling, step-weight selection, and step-weight selection 
withh data augmentation.26'27 Technical details are presented in the Appendix. 

Fromm each original meta-analysis including both published and unpublished 
trials,, we removed the unpublished trials and applied the publication methods to 
thee meta-analysis including only published trials. Estimates from the original 
meta-analysiss were considered the reference standard for evaluation. A 
significancee level of 0.05 was used unless specified otherwise. 

TheThe rational examination 

Too help explain the effect of the various publication bias methods on the 
estimatess of intervention effectiveness, we used a single clinical example 
throughout.. This is a report of a meta-analysis evaluating the effect of selective 
decontaminationn of the digestive tract (SDD) to reduce the incidence of 
respiratoryy tract infections and mortality rates in critically il l patients.9 The meta-
analysiss included published (n = 20) and unpublished (n = 4; 2 abstracts, 1 thesis, 
andd 1 in press) randomized trials. It reported a marginal effect of 13% reduction 
onn mortality (relative risk 0.87; 95% CI=0.79, 0.97). We re-examined the effect of 
SDDD on mortality taking the potential of publication bias into account. 

Results s 

Meta-analysisMeta-analysis characteristics 

Thee 14 meta-analyses, including both published (n-199) and unpublished (n=50) 
randomizedd trials, covered several clinical areas, and were published between 
19899 and 1994. On average, these meta-analyses included 10 (range= 5 to 36) 
publishedd trials and 3.5 (range= 1 to 9) unpublished ones. Unpublished trials on 
averagee accounted for 17% (range = 10% to 39%) of all trials and 19% (range= 4% 
too 56%) of the total patients included in these meta-analyses. 

DetectingDetecting publication bias 

Thee rank correlation and the graphical tests indicated funnel plot asymmetry in 3 
andd 7 of the 14 meta-analyses, respectively. However, there was almost no 
agreementt beyond chance between both tests (kappa = 0.14,95% CI = -0.78,0.57). 
AA combination of both tests yielded detection of asymmetry in 8 of the 14 meta-
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analyses.. In these 8 meta-analyses, the median number  of unpublished trial s was 
44 (range = 1 to 9) as compared to the corresponding median of 2.5 (range = 1 to 5) 
forr  the remaining 6. All subsequent analyses were based on these 8 meta-
analyses. . 

Ass true heterogeneity could be another  cause of funnel plot asymmetry, we 
testedd for  such asymmetry in the eight meta-analyses while incorporating an 
estimatee of heterogeneity between tria l results. Funnel plot asymmetry could be 
attributabl ee to publication bias in two/-13 heterogeneity in one,12 and both in 
anotherr  one.8 In the remaining four  meta-analyses, we could not attribut e the 
asymmetryy to a single source, neither  publication bias nor  heterogeneity. 

Usingg the SDD example, a funnel plot of the 20 published randomized trial s 
displayedd a "lef t tail"  asymmetry caused by small trial s reporting large estimates 
off  treatment effect (Figure 1). Using the graphical test, the funnel plot asymmetry 
wass quantified as -1.7 (95% CI  = -2.2, -1.3) (Table 1), with negative values 
indicatingg the left tail we observed (Figure 1). The trim-and-fil l method also 
suggestedd publication bias in the meta-analysis and estimated that the literatur e 
searchh could have missed approximately four  trial s (95% CI  lower  bound, 1) due 
too selective publication. It is also used to estimate and augment to the funnel plot 
thee missing treatment effect estimates of these four  trial s (Figure 1). After 
adjustingg for  funnel plot asymmetry, the method reported a 12% mortalit y 
reductionn with SDD, albeit statistically non-significant (OR = 0.88; 95% CI  = 0.73, 
1.08)) (seeTable 1). 
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Figuree 1. Effect of Selective Decontamination of the Digestive Tract (SDD) on 
mortalityy rates of critically ill patients.8 For the funnel plot, estimates of odds-
ratioo of mortality (log-scale) were plotted against their precision. The estimates 
weree derived from published trials (i.e. solid circle), unpublished trials (i.e. 
diamond).. The "Trim and Fill" method estimated that six trials were missing 
fromm the literature retrieval and augmented their estimated relative risks to the 
funnell  plot (i.e. open circle). The vertical reference line indicates the combined 
estimatess of published trials using a random effect model. Estimates on the left 
indicatess evidence in favor of SDD. 
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Tablee 1. Effect of selective decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD) on 
mortalityy of critically il l patients and the possible influence of publication bias.9 

Method d 
Reportedd in original meta-analysis 

Replicated d 
Publishedd and unpublished trials 
Publishedd trials only 
Unpublishedd trials only 

Detectingg publication bias 
Rankk correlation test20 -

Correlationn p 
Graphicall  test 
Graphicall  test18 

Incorporatingg heterogeneity21 

Evaluatingg robustness 
Filee drawer number 
Rosenthall  method22 

Iyengar-Greenhousee method23 

Numberr of missing study 
Trimm and Fill method24 

Gleser-Olkinn method (ranking of 
p-values)25 5 

Gleser-Olkinn method (weighted 
dist.p p 

## trials Method measure 
24 4 

24 4 
20 0 
4 4 

20 0 

20 0 

20 0 

20 0 
20 0 

20 0 

20 0 

20 0 

Relativee risk (95% 
CI) ) 

Odds-ratioo (95% CI) 
ORR (95% CI) 
ORR (95% CI) 

Correlationn p 

Asymmetry y 
measuree (95% CI) 

AMM (95% CI) 

Filee drawer number 
FDN N 

Numberr of missing 
trialss (95% LB) 
NMSS (95% LB) 

NMSS (95% LB) 

Results s 
0.87(0.79,0.97) ) 

0.833 (0.71. 0.98)1 

0.811 (0.67, 0.97) 
0.966 (0.63,1.47) 

pp = 0.05;p=0.75* 

-1.77 (-2.2, -1.3) 

-0.55 (-1.6,0.7) 
[p=0.40]** * 

26 6 
14 4 

4(1) ) 

21(0) ) 

20(0) ) 

Considerr the reference standard to evaluate other treatment effect estimates derived 
fromm weighted estimation method and the "Trim and Fill" method. *Test for no 
selectivee publication. **Test for homogeneity. 
2"NS""  indicates tine test is not significant at the 5% significance level, inferring from the 
overlappingg in the confidence intervals of probability estimates along the step-weight 
selectionn function. 
'Thee data augmentation method was used with the number of missing studies 
estimatedd from the Trim and Fill method. 
4"S""  indicates the test for selective publication was significant as the lower 95% 
confidencee bound of the estimate of the number of missing studies was greater than 0 
(i.e.. 3). "CI" and "LB" stands for confidence interval and lower bound of the confidence 
interval,, respectively. 
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20 0 

20 0 

20 0 

20 0 

43 3 

20 0 
43 3 

Odds-ratioo (95% CI) 

ORR (95% CI) 

ORR (95% CI) 

ORR (95% CI) 

ORR (95% CI) 
ORR (95% CI) 
ORR (95% CI) 

0.87(0.65,1.17) ) 
[p=0.38]* * 

0.855 (0.68,1.01) 
[p=0.34]* * 

0.877 (0.74,1.09) [NS]*2 

0.799 (0.62,0.99) [NS]*2 

0.811 (0.43,1.54) 
0.888 (0.73,1.08) [S]*4 

2.177 (1.26,3.74) 

Tablee 1 (confd). Effect of selective decontamination of the digestive tract 
(SDD)) on mortality of critically il l patients and the possible influence of 
publicationn bias.9 

Methodd # trials Method measure Results 
Minimizingg publication bias 
Weightedd estimation26 

Truncatedd sampling 

Size-biasedd sampling 

Step-weightt (SW) selection 
function n 
SWW selection with data 

augmentation n 
Dataa augmentation 

Trimm and fil l method24 

Dataa augmentation 
Considerr the reference standard to evaluate other treatment effect estimates derived 
fromm weighted estimation method and the "Trim and Fill" method. Test for no 
selectivee publication. **Test for homogeneity. 
2"NS""  indicates the test is not significant at the 5% significance level, inferring from the 
overlappingg in the confidence intervals of probability estimates along the step-weight 
selectionn function. 
3Thee data augmentation method was used with the number of missing studies 
estimatedd from the Trim and Fill method. 
4"S""  indicates the test for selective publication was significant as the lower 95% 
confidencee bound of the estimate of the number of missing studies was greater than 0 
(i.e.. 3). "CI" and "LB" stands for confidence interval and lower bound of the confidence 
interval,, respectively. 

EvaluatingEvaluating robustness 

Estimatess of the fil e drawer number using Iyengar-Greenhouse's method23 were 
betweenn 1.5 and 4.7 times smaller than Rosenthal estimates (Table 2). The latter 
methodd assumes zero-effect on average for the file-drawer trials, whereas the 
formerr one assumes that these trials were suppressed due to their statistically 
non-significantt results. 

Estimatess of the number of missing studies were derived from their observed 
effectt sizes (trim and fil l method) or p values (Gleser & Olkin methods25). Large 
differencess between the two methods were observed. In the fourth meta-analysis 
fromm Table 2,12 the trim and fil l method indicated no publication bias (i.e., zero 
lowerr bound) whereas Gleser-Olkin methods reported at least 90 studies could 
havee been missing. It was this meta-analysis where the observed funnel plot 
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asymmetryy was fully explained by heterogeneity between tria l results. Overall, 
thee tri m and fill  estimates of the number  of missing trials, compared with the 
Gleser-Olkinn estimates, were at least 4.7 times smaller  and close to the number  of 
unpublishedd trial s we identified. Using the latter  number  as a reference standard, 
thee median difference between observed and estimated numbers of missing 
studiess was 1 (range = -4 to 6) (see Table 2), negative values indicating 
underestimation. . 

Theree is no direct relationship between the file drawer  number  and the 
numberr  of missing studies. In our  example, the published trial s collectively 
reportedd a 19% mortalit y reduction with SDD (OR = 0.87; 95% CI  = 0.67, 0.97) 
(Tablee 1). One would need to add 14 trial s with statistically nonsignificant effect 
too render  the result nonsignificant. In comparison, the trim-and-fil l results 
suggestedd that four  trial s were missing. In reality, four  unpublished trial s were 
identifiedd (Figure 1). Collectively, they reported almost zero-effect of SDD on 
mortalit yy (OR = 0.96; 95% CI  = 0.63,1.47) (Table 1). 
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MinimizingMinimizing publication bias—weighted estimation 

Inn the presence of publication bias, studies yielding large p values and hence 
smalll  effect estimates are less likely to be published, leading to biased estimates. 
Weightedd estimation methods minimize this bias by multiplyin g the contribution 
off  each study by some weight function reflecting the selection probabilities that 
aree giving rise to publication bias. 

Fourr  selection functions assumed to be consistent with the observed SDD 
effectss are discussed. The truncated sampling method, assuming that all trial s 
withh statistically significant SDD effects are published, estimated that trial s with 
nonsignificantt  effects had a 64% (95% CI  = 30%, 85%) chance of being published. 

Thee size-biased sampling method estimated that a tria l reporting an SDD 
effectt  twice as large, compared with one with half its effect (i.e., log odds ratio 
scale),, had a 52% (95% CI  = 23%, 100%) increasing chance of being published. 

Thee SDD meta-analysis contained 2 trial s reporting effects at the < 5% 
significancee level < 5% and 18 above the 5% level. The step-weight selection 
methodss estimated that SDD effects at the significance level of < 5% were likely 
too be observed with 59% chance (95% CI  = 18%, 92%), and those at the > 5% level 
withwith  39% chance (95% CI  = 10%, 79%). The step-weight selection with data 
augmentationn method directly modeled unobserved trial s and their  outcomes. It 
generatedd trial s with either  significant or  non-significant effect and then selected 
themm according to the estimated step-weight selection.26 Accordingly, it 
compensatedd for  the underrepresentation of trial s with significant results (i.e., 
2/18)) and unexpectedly estimated that the four  unobserved trial s could have 
reportedd a relatively large SDD effect on mortalit y reduction of 19% (OR = 0.81; 
95%%  CI  = 0.43,1.54) (Table 1). 

Wee also assessed the utilit y of weighted estimation methods to detect 
publicationn bias. Truncated and size-biased sampling methods could not detect 
publicationn bias in any of the eight meta-analyses. Step-weight selection 
suggestedd the presence of publication bias in two of the eight meta-analyses. 
Here,, treatment effects at the significance level < 1% were estimated to be 
observedd with 75% chance (95 CI% = 30%, 99%), effectively excluding the 
correspondingg 28% chance for  effects at the significance level above 5%. 
Publicationn bias was also indicated in these two meta-analyses by the graphical 
testt  incorporating heterogeneity.21 

Weightedd estimation methods minimize bias in the intervention effect 
estimatess while increasing variance.28 This can lead to overcorrection in the 
estimates,, resulting in a false-negative inference of no intervention effect. The 
referencee standard indicated that the intervention was effective in all eight meta-
analyses.. In contrast, false-negative results were reported in two cases with 
truncatedd sampling5-9 one each with sized-biased sampling9 and step-weight 
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selection,99 and none with step-weight selection and data augmentation. In 
comparison,, the trim and fil l method reported three false-negatives.4'5'9 

Continuingg our SDD example, the reference standard reported a 17% 
mortalityy reduction (OR = 0.83; 95% CI = 0.71, 0.98) (see Table 1 and Figure 2). 
Usingg only published trials resulted in a mortality reduction of 19% (OR = 0.81; 
95%% CI = 0.67, 0.97). Weighted estimation methods with truncated sampling, 
size-biasedd sampling, and step-weight selection reported smaller and 
nonsignificantt mortality reduction as compared to the reference standard (Table 
11 and Figure 2). The step-weight selection with data augmentation method, 
overcompensatingg for the two significant effects (i.e., the two trials on the far left 
off  Figure 1), reported a mortality reduction of 21% (OR = 0.79; 95% CI = 0.62, 
0.99)) (see Table 1). 

AA similar pattern was observed between the adjusted estimates of 
interventionn effect and the reference standard across all eight meta-analyses 
(Figuree 3). On average, meta-analyses of published trials reported 5% larger 
estimatess of intervention effect compared to the reference standard (median 
differencee = -0.05; range = -0.37 to 0.01, log odds-ratio scale). The weighted 
estimationn methods adjusted for publication bias and provided estimates of 
interventionn effect close to the reference standard on average (Figure 3). 
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Figuree 2. Effect of Selective Decontamination of the Digestive Tract (SDD) on 
mortalityy rates of critically ill patients.8 SDD effect estimates were from the 
referencee standard (i.e., meta-analysis including both published and unpublished 
trials),, published trials, and from various methods minimizing potential bias due 
too publication bias applied to meta-analyses of published trials. These include the 
Trimm and Fill method and weighted estimation methods based on truncated 
sampling,, size-biased sampling, step-weight selection, and step-weight selection 
withh data augmentation. The left-reference line (i.e., organe color) corresponds to 
thee reference standard estimate. The right-reference line indicates no treatment 
effect. . 
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Figuree 3. Potential bias across eight meta-analyses in estimates of intervention 
effectt derived from published trials only; the "Trim & Fill" method; and 
weightedd estimation methods with size-biased sampling, truncated sampling, 
step-weightt selection, and step-weight selection with data augmentation. 
Estimatess from meta-analyses of published and unpublished trials were 
consideredd the reference standard. The dashed, horizontal line indicates no 
differencee between method estimates and the reference standard. The dot in the 
middlee of the boxplots indicates a median of the distribution. 
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Comment t 
Ann important goal for the meta-analyst is to obtain a reliable and accurate 
estimatee of an intervention effect. Biased estimates have been demonstrated in 
thee context of trial quality,2930 language of publication,31 and publication status.17 

Publicationn bias is equally important. Clinicians need to know that the meta-
analystt has taken appropriate steps to guard against the uncertainty induced by 
publicationn bias, both preventive (e.g., using effective search strategies) and 
correctivee (e.g., use of methods for assessment and control). Such assurances 
facilitatee the necessary inferences from the research results to the clinical setting. 
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Thee present results indicate that there are differences in the conclusions one 
wouldd reach clinically based on the different analytical approaches used for 
detecting,, evaluating robustness, and minimizing publication bias. The results 
alsoo indicate that appropriate detection and minimizing publication bias 
improvess the reliabilit y and accuracy of meta-analysis. On average, the number 
off  studies included in a meta-analysis is small, we think that a prudent move is 
forr  meta-analysts to look for  consistency in the effects of publication bias across a 
varietyy of approaches. Our  data provides some support for  this view. 

Thee different techniques used to detect publication bias do so by assessing for 
funnell  plot asymmetry.18'32 However, it is important to note that asymmetry can 
bee present for  reasons other  man publication bias.18'32 Most notably, trial s 
displayedd in a funnel plot may not estimate the same underlying intervention 
effect,, and such heterogeneity between results may lead to asymmetry in funnel 
plots.. In addition, the different definitions of precision and effect measures used 
too construct the plot may also influence the possible degree of asymmetry.33 Our 
studyy indicates that the graphical test18 alone or  in combination with the 
correlationn test20 can assess funnel plot asymmetry in a meta-analysis averaging 
100 studies. In this setting, the rank correlation test suffers from a lack of power.34 

Thee assessment of funnel plot asymmetry, however, should be conducted 
routinelyy along with other  diagnostics,35 most notably heterogeneity. 

Rosenthal's222 file drawer  number, a popular  method, is not a sensitive 
measuree of robustness. We found that the Iyengar  and Greenhouse method,23 

slightlyy more elaborate to construct, provides a better  estimate of the file drawer 
problem.. It is also possible to estimate the actual number  of missing studies.24 A 
largee file drawer  number  indicates robustness in a meta-analysis, while a small 
numberr  of missing studies the extent of the file drawer  problem. Our  results 
suggestt  that the trim-and-nl l method24 provides a reasonable approximation of 
thee number  of missing studies. 

Inn the presence of publication bias, the onus is on the meta-analyst to 
minimizee its influence. Typically, this should involve incorporating selective 
publication,, especially when studies are published based on their  outcomes, into 
thee estimate of intervention effectiveness.23-26'29'36-39 Weighted estimation methods 
aree generally complex to perform40 because they must substitute assumptions for 
dataa that are missing.29 Depending on the validit y of our  reference standard, we 
observedd that step-weight selection methods26 provide reasonable intervention 
effectss estimates in terms of magnitude and precision. The circumstances for  their 
usee are not, however, straightforward . When selection is absent, the standard 
errorr  of the intervention effect estimate tends to be too large so that its confidence 
intervall  is slightly conservative.29 When selection is present, the standard error 
tendss to be small, resulting in a liberal confidence interval. 
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Ourr study indicates that weighted estimation methods are not as sensitive to 
detectt publication bias as those based on funnel plot. Our finding is consistent 
withh the findings of others who indicate that significance tests for selection 
performm poorly in this setting.29 

Regardlesss of the methods used to incorporate the influence of publication 
bias,, we observed that they tend to produce smaller intervention effect estimates 
thann the reference standard. Therefore, their use involves the risk of 
overcorrectingg for publication bias, resulting in false-negative inferences. There is 
aa need to balance between obtaining an accurate estimate of intervention 
effectivenesss as close to the "truth" as possible while minimizing the influence of 
publicationn bias. Our results provide no clear winner. This is undoubtedly 
related,, in part, to the small number of meta-analyses included in our study. 

Althoughh these results may be viewed as informative, they are not without 
limitations.. The reference standard, namely, published and unpublished trials, 
cann be faulted as it is possible that there are additional unpublished trials that we 
aree still unaware of. Although we believe the selected methods address major 
analyticall  issues related to publication bias, we did not comprehensively include 
otherr methods, notably weighted estimation methods using maximum 
likelihood.36'38 8 

Too address these issues comprehensively, we believe one option is to conduct 
aa combination of simulation and empirical studies. Simulation studies afford us 
thee opportunity of exarnining the different methods in a controlled environment. 
Thesee simulated results can then be validated against a real-world set of meta-
analysess in an empirical study. Their answers wil l provide a better 
understandingg into the conduct of meta-analysis and their interpretation by 
healthh care providers. 
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Appendix x 

TechnicalTechnical Details 

Unlesss specified otherwise, method implementations were done using Splus 
2000.41 1 

Thee graphical test for  funnel plot asymmetry is a regression analysis of 
standardd normal deviate (i.e., treatment effect estimate divided by its standard 
error )) and precision (i.e., the reciprocal of the standard error  of treatment effect 
estimate).188 This regression analysis can be extended by appropriately allowing 
forr  the possiblity of residual heterogeneity.21 It was performed here in a full 
Bayess analysis using BUGS.42 Estimates of the file drawer  number  were from a 
one-sidedd test at 5% significance level. The iterative "Tri m and Fill "  method24 

wass implemented using all three estimators and the smallest estimate was 
reported.. The number  of missing studies was also estimated using methods 
proposedd by Gleser-Olkin26 based on ranking of the observed p-values, and a 
weightt  function. 

Thee four  weighted estimation methods were implemented according to the 
hierarchicall  selection models.26 Implementations were done using Absoft Fortran 
90.433 Non-informative prior  distribution s were specified for  treatment effect and 
heterogeneity.266 Prior  distributio n indicating a small amount of publication bias 
wass used for  the size-bias sampling and truncated sampling parameters.26 The 
numberr  of missing studies estimated by the Tri m and Fill method24 was used in 
thee data augmentation algorithm.26 For  all Gibbs sampler  runs, we used a 
minimumm of three sequences each with a burn-in of 500 and 4500 additional 
iterations.. We monitored convergence of the entire model distributio n by 
computingg the scale reduction coefficients for  all scalar  estimands of interest.44 

Wee ensured that these scalar  reduction coefficients were between 1.0 to 1.2 by 
increasingg the number  of sequences, or  the sequence length, as appropriate. 
Quantiless and 95% credible intervals were derived from the estimated posterior 
distributions. . 
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